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Abstract— Band sawing is the efficient methods for which in 

general it is known that uneven tool wear, chatter and cutting 

blade defects can affect cutting performance significantly. 

Tool damage due to chatter poses harmful economic impact 

in modern machining production therefore it is important to 

avoid or suppress chatter during the production process. In 

order to establish automated chatter-free cutting conditions, 

the methods for online recognition of chatter and chatter-free 

cutting should be developed. Machine manufacturers have 

developed damping devices while saw blade producers focus 

on varied-pitch saw blades and unique tooth design as a way 

of helping to reduce band saw vibration. These attempts have 

resulted in successful increase in blade life and cutting rates, 

but the band saw machine vibration issue remains. By 

considering all above facts, this paper tries to cover literature 

which deals with Chatter detection in band saw machine and 

development of blade guide.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Band saw machines are saws that consist of a continuous 

metal band known as band saw blade that rides on two wheels 

rotating in the same plane. A band saw machine contains a 

round and serrated blade, and can be used to process wood, 

metal and various other materials. Depending upon the lateral 

flexibility and the width of the band, a band saw machine can 

be used for straight, irregular or curved shape cuts. However, 

band saws are mostly used to cut irregular shapes. Band saws 

produce uniform cutting action as a result of an evenly 

distributed tooth load. These machines can be powered by 

many sources like wind, steam or electric power; the latter 

being the most preferred source nowadays. Band sawing is 

one the most economical cutting processes in industrial 

machining due to low waste material production and low 

consumption of subsequent energy. 

Till date a lot of research work is carried out on Band 

saw machine regarding chatter detection, noise analysis and 

vibration analysis & tool wear of band saw machines but 

there is need to have study on reduction of vibration in band 

saw. Since chatter is instability, the amplitude of vibration 

increases starting from very small amplitude. If chatter is 

avoided, then it is necessary to stop these very small 

amplitude increases. There are different factors to consider, 

when trying to determine the causes of excessive band saw 

machine vibration. A noisy band saw machine indicates 

improper use or parts malfunction. 

As the number of cut pieces increase, the sound 

pressure level also increases; indicating that noise level is 

proportional to the vibration wavelength. Eliminating band 

saw machine vibration will reduce cutting noise and increase 

efficiency. 

Machine manufacturers have developed damping 

devices while saw blade producers focus on varied-pitch saw 

blades and unique tooth design as a way of helping to reduce 

band saw vibration. These attempts have resulted 

in successful increase in blade life and cutting rates, but the 

band saw machine vibration issue remains.   

By considering all above facts, this paper tries to cover 

literature which deals with Chatter detection in band saw 

machine and development of blade guide. 

II. MULTISENSORY CHATTER DETECTION IN BAND SAWING 

Potocnik P. et al. investigated a multisensory approach for 

chatter detection in the bandsawing process. Experiment was 

carried out on steel work pieces of geometrically different 

profiles with different cutting conditions. Based on an 

analysis of the acquired signals of the cutting forces, machine 

vibrations and emitted sound, a method involving a set of 

features for the detection of chatter in a cutting regime was 

defined. The method is based on feature extraction from 

STFT (short-Time Fourier Transformation) signals in order 

to extract information about chatter that is independent of the 

work piece geometry and the cutting parameters. The results 

obtained using a cross validation approach were discussed 

and summarized the most informative extracted features with 

respect to the various process signals in detail. The results can 

be interpreted as a recommendation for an online strategy for 

in-process chatter detectors. [1] 

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF BAND SAWING BASED ON 

CUTTING FORCES 

Thaler T. et al. studied on characterization of bandsawing 

based on cutting forces. The cutting force signals were 

analyzed in order to demonstrate important relations to 

workpiece and cutting blade properties. It was shown that 

cutting forces contain information about inhomogeneity of a 

cut workpiece. Signals of cutting forces also reveal important 

properties of blade geometry that are related to uneven blade 

wear. Discontinuities such as blade welding are clearly 

evident in force signals and it was shown that unevenness of 

blade backing geometry can cause a significant variation in 

forces due to wedging between the workpiece and a blade 

support. An original method for blade shape extraction from 

force signals is presented in detail. Paper also reported on 

chatter phenomena observed at specific cutting conditions. 

Possible solutions to the addressed problems and phenomena 

were discussed. [2] 

IV. SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION OF CUTTING-OFF PROCESS IN 

BANDSAWING 

Sarwar M. described the scientific evaluation of the 

performance of bandsaw by full product and time 

compression simulation techniques. Specific cutting energy 
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parameter calculated based on cutting force and material 

removal data has been used to quantitatively measuring the 

efficiency of the metal cutting process or the machinability of 

a workpiece. The wear modes and mechanisms in bandsaw 

cutting edges have been discussed. The results presented in 

this paper will be of interest to the design engineers and 

bandsaw end users. [3] 

V. SAW BLADE CHATTER DETECTION AND CORRECTION–

DEVELOPING THE SMART TOOLING CONCEPT FOR REMOTE 

MANIPULATION 

Noakes M.W. developed the smart tooling concept for remote 

manipulation of saw blade chatter detection. An investigation 

was done on the saw tool chatter issues, ways to detect chatter 

for the control system, and compensation methods that lead 

to a new approach to tooling use with remote manipulation. 

Prototype chatter detection software was developed based on 

this concept using standard digital signal processing 

techniques implementing low and high pass filters. The 

necessary device drivers were incorporated to interface the 

analog input board to the Linux-based computer. [4] 

VI. ROBUST ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL OF A BANDSAW 

BLADE 

Damaren C.J. et al. focused on robust active vibration control 

of a bandsaw blade and presented an analytical study of a 

vibrating bandsaw blade. This study shows how recent 

advances in robust control theory can be used to suppress 

unwanted bandsaw vibrations. The single-input/single-output 

LTI controllers presented achieve prescribed performance 

bounds and stability with respect to a family of time-varying 

perturbations which also exhibit follower force behaviour. [5] 

VII. CHATTER RECOGNITION IN BAND SAWING BASED ON 

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

Thaler T. et al. studied chatter characterization in metal band 

sawing. In this the influence of the cutting speed and of the 

distance between the blade supports on chatter phenomena is 

investigated For this purpose a series of experiments with 

triangular cutting speed variation at several pre-selected 

distances between the blade supports was conducted on 

structural steel (St37, DIN 17100) workpieces. A feature for 

chatter detection was extracted from the power spectra of the 

machine vibration signal, and a set of characteristics was 

introduced for experimental chatter characterization. The 

results showed the presence of a chatter hysteresis which 

depended on the cutting speed. Additionally, apart from the 

blade support distance, the cutting speed was shown to be a 

strongly influencing parameter, and as such also promising 

for chatter control in band sawing processes. [6] 

VIII. CHATTER ONSET IN NON –REGENERATIVE CUTTING: A 

NUMERICAL STUDY 

Gradisek et al. studied in cutting processes, chatter can be 

characterized as the self-excited, high amplitude vibrations of 

the cutting blade and/or workpiece . It is caused by the 

instability which occurs in a nonlinear cutting process. It can 

result in harmful effects on process performance from the 

point of view of quality, economy, and ecology. [7] 

IX. EFFECT OF MACHINING PARAMETERS AND WORKPIECE 

SHAPE ON BANDSAWING PROCESS 

Ahmad M.M. et al states state-of-the-art in band sawing 

research currently addresses self-induced vibrations and 

recognizing effects on sawn surface. Natural frequencies that 

were closely related to self-induced vibrations of a moving 

band saw under simplified conditions can be predicted and 

thus chatter can be avoided or greatly reduced. In 1988 were 

reported Cutting forces and relations to workpiece shape and 

cutting parameters. [8] 

X. SOUND AND VIBRATION RESEARCH OF ROLLING BEARING 

Ohta published paper regarding sound and vibration research 

of rolling bearings in Japan. This paper deals with the 

progress of sound and vibration research containing 

characteristics and generating mechanism of ball bearings, 

cage sound, squeak in cylindrical roller bearing, sound of 

defective bearings, contamination noise and sound life. These 

also include natural vibrations of outer ring, cage and 

vibration caused by geometrical imperfections of rolling 

bearings. [9] 

XI. STUDYING NOISE MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 

Katalin presented the aspects regarding to sound 

characteristics like in what manner sound pressure level can 

be expressed and sound analysis is used for fault detection. 

Sound level meter and various types of used transducers are 

presented in this paper. Findings shows that noise produced 

in working environment can be measured by sound level 

meter and how this can be used for fault detection is studied. 

In noise measurement and analysis there are specific 

frequencies due to the rotating element. These specific 

frequencies are proportional with the fundamental frequency. 

If a fault produces the vibration, the produced noise overlaps 

with the fundamental sound signal and modulation appears. 

[10] 

XII. BANDSAW WITH DOUBLE-EDGED BLADE AND OPPOSING 

THRUST ROLLERS 

FIG. 1 shows a double-edged bandsaw blade 1 in cross-

Section as it would engage the blade guide assembly 10 in 

use, where pinch roller assemblies 2.2 Support the blade 1 

parallel to the cut plain to prevent Sideways deflec tion and 

twisting while thrust roller assemblies 3.3 support the blade 

against deviation from fore-and aft deflection from its travel 

path through the blade transport wheels which are common 

to the art and therefore not described in detail here. [11] 
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Fig. 1:  

XIII. CONCLUSION 

From the literature, it is found that noise and vibration 

analysis of band saw blade is studied with various angles. 

Some studies are done on chatter recognition, self-induced 

vibration, active vibration control. Also separately scientific 

evaluation is carried giving wear mode. There are some 

patents available on blade guide with the intent of reduction 

in noise and vibration. However no work is available on noise 

and vibration for blade guide system by varying parameters. 

Further investigation can be carried out in this connection. It 

is worth to study the interaction between bandsaw blade and 

workpiece by modifying blade-guide system. 
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